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a gentleman of that city, about vociferously appeals to the moral foi tune throws not in your way the
re Irteantmient reigned, and seek forr aid could then do was (lone for the twenty-five years of
age, ruddy sentiments, while his career insults man of your heart; and the willess
imnoe. and justiee where wrong and distinguished patient, but it failed
hair, who them all, is thought, first of all, a may sneer and the jester may laugh,
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and
On Monday the symp- complexion
oppreoeoon provailed. Thus united in to give relief.
ulcer confounded smart fellow who may you still have your reward in an
painful
and
intractable
an
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tons were of a still more serious
oursne and objects, we shall conserve
on the left arm, resisting all pre- not be too nice uprn a )me points, approaching conscience and a comand the family and friends
vt bet interests, elevate our noble character,
vious modes of treatment, yielded but who always fi's upon his feet, paratively peaceful life.
of Mr. Dunn became alarmed for his
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to the request of trying the effect of such politicians will abdund, and
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taught him the full value of freedom to hit race, and when left to
puarate the dictates of his own good
jet gmeut he was a valuable instructor of the colored people. He bad
enjoyed some of the benefits of a
common school education, and was
blessed with considerable of common sense. When the Republicans
of Louisiana were preparing for the
fir..t State election under the present
constitution, Oscar J. Dunn was not
known in the politier of the State.
In the Republ;can Convention that
met to nominate candidates for
Governor,Lieutenant Governor and
other State officers, Mr. Dunn was
not thought of until Mr. Dumas had
declined to accept the nomination
of Lieutenant Governor, and then
the friends of Governor Warmoth
brought forward Mr. Dunn for that
position. He was regarded by them
as a fair representative of his race,
and was elected on the ticket with
Governor Warmoth by a very large
majority over Mr. Talliaferro and
Mr. Dumas, who were run as the
opposition candidates for Governor
and Lieutenant Governor. As presiding officer of the Senate it was
soon discovered that Lieutenant
Governor Dunn possessed in a rare
degree qualities that well suited
him for that important position.
His well balanced mind enabled
him to act, under the most exciting
circumstances, with calm deliberation and good judgment, and his
perceptive faculties were conducive
to prompt decisions that favored
speed in the work of legislation.
He was at all times courteous, kind,
self-possessed and dignified in his
intercourse with the Senate, and
did not fail to command even the
respect of members of that body
who were politically opposed to
him. If Mr. Dunn committed
errors, we are inclined to attribu e
them to the head and not to the
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